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Abstract
In the emerging field of adaptive biometrics, systems aim to adapt enrolled templates to variations in
samples observed during operations. However, despite
numerous advantages, few commercial vendors have
adopted auto-update procedures in their products. This
is due to limitations associated with existing adaptation schemes. This paper proposes a dual-staged template adaptation scheme that allows to capture ‘informative’ operational samples with significant variations but without increasing the vulnerability to impostor intrusion. This is achieved through a two staged
classification-selection approach driven by the harmonic function and risk minimization technique, over
a graph based representation of (enrolment and operational) samples. Experimental results on the DIEE
fingerprint data set, explicitly collected for evaluating
adaptive biometric systems, demonstrate that the proposed scheme results in 67% reduction in error over
the baseline system (without adaptation), outperforming state-of-the-art methods.

1. Introduction
An intrinsic characteristic of the biometric verification technology is that a system’s error rate, e.g., the
false accept rate (FAR), false reject rate (FRR) and
equal error rate (EER) (the rate at which FAR is equal
to FRR), simply cannot attain the absolute zero. The
major cause of these errors is the compound effect of
the scarcity of training samples during the enrollment
phase as well as the presence of substantial sample variations (e.g., human sensor interaction, temporal variations etc.) during operations [6, 7]. An important
consequence of these factors is that a biometric template (obtained during enrollment) cannot be expected

to fully represent a person’s identity.
Solutions in the form of adaptive biometrics have
been introduced to address this issue of template representativeness [7]. Adaptive biometric systems attempt
to update template galleries by integrating information
captured in input operational samples.
For systems operating in semi-supervised mode, a
scheme commonly adopted in adaptive biometrics is
self-update [7, 3], where the system adapts itself to the
variation of the highly confident input samples, to avoid
impostor intrusion. Self-adaptive systems may operate
in online mode (the adaptation process follows verification) or off-line mode (the adaptation process is carried
out independently after some time). In either case, when
a new batch of input samples becomes available, the
update process is referred to as an update cycle. In [8],
authors propose an off-line graph min-cut based scheme
for adaptation, where input samples are assigned binary
labels upon finding the minimum cut over the graphbased representation of the samples. These adaptive
systems may also operate in supervised mode where the
labels are assigned off-line by an operator or analyst.
Adaptive biometric systems have several advantages.
Firstly, one no longer needs to collect a large number of
templates during the enrollment process. Secondly, it
is no longer necessary to re-enrol or re-train the system
from the scratch in order to cope up with changing environments [7, 5]. Despite these advantages, few biometric vendors like BIOsingle (fingerprint) and Recogsys
(hand geometry) have incorporated adaptation mechanism into their technologies. This is due in large part
to the following limitations associated with the existing
adaptive biometric systems:
1. Inability to capture substantial amount of samples. Commonly adopted self-update schemes can
capture only limited amount of available samples
[7]. This is due to the operation at the stringent
threshold. As a consequence, large number of in-
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formative input samples with significant variations
remain unexploited and limited performance improvement is obtained over the baseline system.
2. No distinction between informative, redundant
and noisy samples. Existing adaptation schemes
(even supervised ones) cannot distinguish between
informative, redundant and noisy input samples
[7]. Input samples with significant variations can
be both informative and noisy. For instance, fingerprint sample obtained through dirty sensor is an
example of noisy sample with significant variation
and should not be used for adaptation.
3. Vulnerability to attacks. Adaptive biometric systems are vulnerable to impostor attacks [7, 4] due
to the intrinsic failure of the system (causing FAR).
Adaptation using impostor samples may result in
the counter-productive effect over time.
This paper proposes a dual-staged template adaptation scheme using probabilistic semi-supervised learning [9]. Specifically, the input samples are assigned
the probability of belonging to genuine class in the
first (classification) stage, and the second (selection)
stage chooses the most informative samples based on
the risk minimization criteria. Compared to state-ofthe-art methods, this scheme provides the advantage of
mitigating the first two limitations by capturing substantial amount of informative samples through efficient labeling and sample selection criteria. These advantages
result in a higher level of performance for the biometric
system over existing adaptation techniques.
Section 2 explains the proposed dual-staged template adaptation scheme, and Section 3 presets proofof-concept experiments and discussions.

2. A classification-selection technique for
off-line template adaptation
The proposed dual-staged approach uses the labeling
scheme based on probabilistic semi-supervised learning
introduced in [9]. Specifically, soft probabilistic labels
(fu ) are assigned to each batch of input samples (U ),
by finding the minimum energy (harmonic) function (f )
on the graphical representation. This harmonic function
(f ) is unique and ensures that labels to input samples
are assigned using both the enrolled and nearby input
data. Then the genuinely classified samples (from each
U ) undergo the selection process based on the risk minimization process. The proposed approach follows the
steps below, and is summarized in the Algorithm 1. In
the algorithm 1, steps 1-3 and 4-5 are executed in the
classification and selection stages, respectively.

A) Classification Stage:
1. Given L enrolled, U input batch of samples and
N = {L ∪ U }. An adjacency matrix W is computed where wi,j = matchscore(ni , nj ).
2. The minimum harmonic energy function f , using W , is computed using the following matrix
method [9]. Laplacian matrix, ∆, is obtained by
∆=D − W . D is the diagonal matrix
P defined as
D = diag(di ) whose entries di = i,j (wi,j ) are
the weighted degrees of the nodes in G. Matrix ∆
is partitioned into blocks for enrolled (l) and input
data samples (u) as follows:

∆=

∆ll
∆ul

∆lu
∆uu



The harmonic function, fu , for the input samples
can be given as:
fu = ∆−1
uu × ∆ul × fl

(1)

where fl =labels of the enrolled templates. fu lies
in the range [0,1] and interpreted as the posterior
probability of the samples being genuine.
3. Classification of the input samples, U , is done
through Bayes decision rule [1]. Input samples,
u(i) ∈ U , are considered positive and added to set
P (i.e., genuine) in case fu (i) > 0.5.
B) Selection Stage:
1. The informative samples (among P ) are selected
based on minimizing the estimated expected risk
as follows. Firstly, the estimated Bayes risk [1]
(R(f )) of the baseline classifier (enrolled on initial
templates (L)) in classifying input samples (U ) is
computed as:
R(f ) =

n
X

min(fi , 1 − fi )for n ∈ N

(2)

i=1

It is important to note that fi for enrolled samples
remain fixed integer values.
2. Then only those input samples, xk ∈ P , are
used whose addition to the enrolled templates,
L, reduces the risk of the classifier denoted by
R(f +(xk ) ) (f +(xk ) can be efficiently recomputed
using matrix method [9]) as:

R(f +(xk ) ) =

n
X
i=1

+(xk )

min(fi

+(xk )

, 1 − fi

) (3)

Algorithm 1 Classification-Selection Technique for
Off-line Template Adaptation.
• Given: L templates, U input set and N = {L∪U }.
1. Compute adjacency matrix W using N
2. Compute harmonic function fu for input
samples U using (1)
3. Classify the input samples ui ∈ U as positive, P , if fu (i) > 0.5.
4. Estimate the risk of the classifier using (2)
5. While (risk can be minimized)
– Find sample xk ∈ P using (4)
– Add (xk ) to L, remove xk from P
End While
• Output: the updated template set, L .

The iterative procedure of input sample, xk , selection is followed until the risk can be minimized
(stopping criteria) as:
k = arg mink R(f +(xk ) )

(4)

For a memory limited system, iterative procedure of input sample selection may be repeated only a fixed number of times. The proposed scheme mitigates the limitation of few sample capture through efficient labeling
(under classification) scheme. Further the efficient sample selection criteria distinguishes between redundant,
noisy and informative intra-class variations.
The proposed scheme differs from self-update [7]
in the sense that the latter labels the input samples using only the enrolled templates. Thus self-update’s capability to capture input samples depends on the representativeness of the initial templates [7]. The proposed scheme bears some similarity with min-cut based
scheme [8] in assigning labels using both the enrolled
and nearby input samples. Yet the min-cut based
scheme performs classification on finding minimum cut
on the graph (as opposed to harmonic function in the
proposed scheme). Moreover, the obtained minimum
cut may not always be a unique solution [8] and the binary labeling procedure does not allow us to invoke the
selection process.

3. Experimental Validations
For proof-of-concept experiments, simulations were
performed using the DIEE fingerprint [6] dataset. It is

comprised of 49 individuals with 90 samples per individuals collected over 1.5 years. These 90 samples are
acquired in nine sessions with 10 samples per session
(batch) in a gap of every three weeks on an average.
Variations like rotation, changes in pressure, non-linear
deformations are introduced in each batch of samples.
This data set has been explicitly collected for evaluating adaptive biometric systems [6].
To simulate template adaptation in real systems, the
first two images from the first session (batch b1 ) are assigned as templates (L) and the rest other images from
first session and sessions two to eight (b2:8 ) are assigned as input batches (U ), available over time. Performance of the adaptive system is evaluated after every update cycle. That is the system adapted using each
batch bi (U ) is evaluated using the next batch bi+1 and
EERi (Equal Error Rate) computed. Impostor scores
(for EERi ) are computed using the input batch bi+1
of the rest other users. The overall process resulted
in 8 update cycles. Templates are updated by appending qualified input samples from U (using algorithm 1)
to the template set. To evaluate the impact of impostor intrusion, 5 randomly selected impostor samples are
added to each batch, bi , used for adaptation. Threshold
for self-update is set at 0.001% false acceptance rate
(FAR) on impostor distribution obtained on comparing
each initial template to the templates of rest other users.
Next we present the obtained results.
Figure 1 shows the EER values obtained at different
update cycles for the proposed scheme in comparison to
baseline (enrolled on initial two templates), self-update
[7], graph min-cut [8] and supervised scheme (using all
the available genuine samples) to adaptation [7]. Average performance gain (EER reduction over 8 cycles)
over the baseline is 2.5%, 9.7% , 64.1% and 67% for
self-update, graph min-cut, supervised and the proposed
scheme, respectively. It can be seen that the proposed
adaptation scheme outperforms all the existing schemes
by significant error reduction over the baseline.
Table 1 shows the percentage of genuine samples
added, among 490 (392 in the 1st cycle), for all the
update cycles. It can be seen that self-update captures
the least amount of samples i.e., only 5.4% samples on
an average, due to stringent threshold condition (i.e.,
highly confidently classified sample selection). Graph
min-cut is able to capture more amount of samples
over self-update i.e., 58.8% of the available samples.
On contrary, the proposed scheme could capture maximum amount of samples i.e., 87.6% (in classification
stage), mitigating the limitation of limited sample capture usually associated with self-update schemes. Then
the selection stage chooses only 33.9% of the samples
deemed informative over all the update cycles.

Table 1. % of genuine samples, among
490, added to the template set at each update cycle for all adaptation schemes.
Update Cycle
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Self-update
(%)
26
6
1
2
2
2
2
2

Graph min-cut
(%)
66
65
64
63
54
51
55
52

Proposed
(%)
Classification Selection
68
58
85
29
86
32
93
29
92
28
92
32
90
32
95
31

Our conventional wisdom suggests that efficacy of
the proposed scheme over graph min-cut [8] and supervised method [7] (see Figure 1) is due to its capability to select optimum set of informative samples. It
can be verified from Table 1 that the selection stage of
the proposed scheme chooses lesser amount of samples
than graph min-cut and supervised scheme. Efficacy of
our proposed scheme over supervised adaptation is also
in agreement with the existing filter-based off-line template selection schemes [2]. These schemes [2] emphasize that systematic selection of the subset of templates
(i.e., discarding noisy and redundant templates) is critical to the performance of the biometric system.
It is also worth remarking that the number of users
affected by impostor intrusion (i.e., 4.1%) are almost
similar to other adaptation schemes. Impostor intrusion
is a vital issue for adaptive biometric systems and needs
a separate modeling [4, 7]. These experimental results
validated the claims of the proposed template adaptation scheme mentioned in the outset.

4. Conclusion
This paper proposed a dual-staged off-line template
adaptation scheme, derived through harmonic function
and risk minimization criteria. Compared to the existing schemes, the proposed scheme results in higher error reduction (67%) over baseline possible through the
capture of many samples followed by the systematic selection of informative ones in the classification and selection stages. Although we used fingerprint based biometrics, the proposed scheme may be applied to other
biometric traits (such as face and iris) as well.
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Figure 1. EER values obtained at each update cycle after adaptation using batch bi ,
for all adaptation schemes.
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